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Details of Visit:

Author: zylofone
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 6 Jun 2013 Midday
Duration of Visit: 20
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Executive Suite - Crewe
Phone: 01270250632

The Premises:

Executive Suite has spacious rooms and is OK, but falls well short of the standards of nearby Excell
or Brooklyns. I was in the smaller middle room, which had an en-suite WC, but no TV and the
shower didn't work.

The madam, "Bonnie", not only wants to see the colour of your money, she also demands £40 cash-
in-hand before you meet the girls; and if you fail to choose one, the parlour returns only £30 and
keeps £10 back! I can't see that being popular with seasoned punters!

The Lady:

Two ladies were on: Megan, a petite blonde thirty-something who looked fun; but I chose Sienna, a
rather beautiful half-Egyptian Scouser in her mid-20s who had been on the game for a year. Sienna
has lovely dark hair, an olive complexion, and a really nice fully-shaved body. She was tall and
exotic, rather like a belly-dancer! On the phone, she'd been portrayed as "very horny", so I was
hoping for great things. 

The Story:

In short, I was disappointed. Described as "specialising to her discretion", anal was off the menu,
and it was hard to see where any specialisms lay. Sienna kisses a little, but she seemed sexually
unimaginative and I felt she wasn't trying. She didn't offer any oral, so we moved straight to covered
missionary sex. She let out a few gasps that weren't entirely convincing. After a short while, I
withdrew and finished off by hand, at which point I had to mop up while she dressed. She left after
only 20 minutes. There was no shower, just a wash-hand basin without a plug.

I'm sure some punters will find Sienna an erotic dream come true, but I won't bother again; and
given the parlour'scash-up-front policy, on wonders why one should choose this place over other
classier parlours.
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